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Abstract 
Semantic annotations can be used to add semantic metadata to documents, which enables their 
effective, automated analyses. However, only a few document formats (e.g., HTML, PDF) 
currently support semantic annotations. In office document formats represented by OOXML 
or ODF, semantic annotations are not yet supported. On the basis of an in-depth study of office 
document formats, this paper draws on the mainstream semantic metadata identification 
method of HTML and proposes OOXML-oriented semantic annotation rules. These rules 
support the addition of semantic metadata to office documents in a standardized way. In 
addition, pre-processing and post-processing methods are presented, which enable existing 
office software to read, edit, and save office documents with semantic metadata without 
modification. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed approach can add semantic 
metadata to office documents, and the added semantic metadata can be parsed into RDF triple-
structured data by mainstream validators such as W3C or Google. This research can provide a 
good foundation for tasks such as office document classification, office document information 
retrieval, and information extraction.  
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1. Introduction 1 

With the increasing number and widespread dissemination of various types of documents, the need 
to automatically analyze documents continues to grow. Their automated analyses generally require 
semantic annotation, which is a core document technology [1]. Semantic annotations use an Ontology 
or Vocabulary to add semantic markups to the specific content of a document, identify the 
corresponding concepts or entities, and establish the relationships between the tagged content and the 
vocabulary. They enable documents to have semantic metadata, which enables their automated analyses; 
in turn, this facilitates the sharing and effective use of document information through semantic retrieval, 
content extraction, and automatic classification of documents. 

Recently, semantic annotations have emerged that use markup languages (e.g., Microdata [2], RDFa 
[3]) together with the Schema.org [4] vocabulary. RDFa is a standard developed by the W3C. It can 
add the following attributes to elements: 

• @vocab: The default vocabulary currently in use.  
• @typeof: The concept (type) of the resource.  
• @property: A property that a type has.  
Search engines such as Google, Yahoo!, and Yandex optimize search results based on structured 

markups embedded in web pages, and they can extract structured data from HTML to understand the 
semantics of their content. One particular area witnessing the boom in semantic annotations is e-
commerce, where online shops increasingly embed Schema.org annotations in HTML-pages to describe 
products. This enables search engines to easily identify products, drive traffic to appropriate websites 
[5], and present related advertisements. Such structured product data on the web create opportunities 
for new services such as product classification [6], product matching [7], and recommender systems 
[8]; emerging research areas include product knowledge graphs [9]. 
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Beyond web applications, text is also present in a wide variety of documents including office, fixed-
layout, and complex mixed formats. 

A limited number of studies are available that focus on the semantic annotation of office documents. 
Tallis [10] provides a set of semi-automatic document annotation system Semantic Word for the DOC 
format. Carr [11] proposes the WICKOffice system. Fink [12] develops a Word plug-in that allows 
users to manually annotate professional terms in the biomedical field in documents. However, these 
annotation systems cannot support standard office document formats such as Office Open XML 
(OOXML) [13], Open Document Format (ODF) [14], Unified Office document Format (UOF) [15]. 
And they can not support multi-source semantic annotations. 

When semantically annotating an office document, the following requirements need to be met: 1) 
Ability to record semantic metadata in document formats; 2) Ability to support document format 
standards such as OOXML, ODF, UOF; 3) Ability to withstand the semantic metadata editing and 
modification; 4) Ability to maintain consistency between document content and semantic metadata 
during document editing; 5) Ability to support multi-source semantic annotation, allowing the same 
annotation content to correspond to multiple ontologies or vocabularies. These complex requirements 
have impeded the development of mature tools for embedding semantic annotations in office documents. 

To address the requirements summarized above, this paper proposes a method to support the 
semantic annotation of office documents. The method includes the extension method ofoffice document, 
the design of semantic annotation rules and support for semantic annotations in mainstream office 
software. The results of this paper have been adopted by the group standard T/CESA 1176-2021 
"Information technology—Method for embedding semantic metadata into the electronic documents 
[16]". 

2. Related Work 

Although the studies has limited results on the semantic annotation of office documents, there are 
some related research results that can be used for reference. For example, text in HTML is stored in a 
similar way to office documents, and there are mature semantic annotation technologies for PDF. 

HTML mainly adopts the method of embedding annotations, and the results are recorded as 
attributes of related elements. Tittel [17] embeds the vocabulary of RDFa-marked in web page content 
on medieval French. Beno [18] developed Doc2RDFa, an HTML rich text processor capable of 
automatically and manually annotating content. However, the system only targets documents in the 
legal field. Salem [19] enhances original online content with semantic annotations automatically 
derived from different knowledge sources. It is the transformation from a web document without 
semantic annotations to another document with RDFa semantics. Albukhitan [20]、Mbouadeu [21] use 
deep learning to automatically annotate HTML documents, and the results are stored in the original 
document using JSON-LD or Microdata. 

PDF mainly uses a separate annotation method, and the results are stored in separate data blocks in 
the document. Kim [22]、Eriksson [23] establish the mapping relationship between the content and an 
Ontology in PDF documents by using Extensible Metadata Platform (XMP) [24]. 

In the above research, the embedded annotation results are easy to manage and can ensure that the 
semantic metadata are consistent with the document content. However, they have a certain impact on 
the original document format. In contrast, separate annotation results need to be stored separately, which 
makes it difficult to ensure that the semantic metadata are consistent with the document content, but 
have less impact on the original document format. 

Among the embedded semantic annotation techniques, RDFa has stronger expressiveness and 
broader applicability; it can support multiple vocabularies [25]. Therefore, in view of the many 
advantages of RDFa application in HTML, this paper extends the office document format OOXML 
based on RDFa so that semantic metadata can be added to office documents. At present, the OOXML 
format is the most widely used in office documents, and it is often considered as a research object. 
Other XML-based office document format standards such as ODF and UOF are similar, and the method 
in this paper is also applicable. 
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3. Document Format Extension  

Before using RDFa for the semantic annotation of OOXML documents, it is first necessary to 
analyze the document structure of HTML and OOXML. The news in Figure 1 is used as an example to 
illustrate the analysis. 

 
Figure 1: A case of news text. 

 
For an HTML document, the main content is displayed by combining different block-level elements 

and inline elements. Block-level elements such as 'div', 'p', etc. usually represent paragraphs or 
fragments of text. Inline elements such as 'span' are usually used to refine the segmentation of local text. 
Using RDFa does not affect HTML browsing. The semantic annotation of HTML using RDFa is shown 
in Figure 2. There are two annotations, "Elazig province" and "Sulyman Soylu", which are the two 
entity names representing a place (i.e., typeof="Place") and a person (i.e., typeof="Person"). The 
vocabulary used is "http://schema.org/". 

 
Figure 2: Example of RDFa annotations in HTML. 

 
For an OOXML document, the storage is based on the ZIP compressed packaging format [26]. The 

main content of the office documents is recorded in the document.xml file in the document package. 
Paragraphs are stored as paragraph elements 'p' in the OOXML format; these are the basic units that 
constitute a document. The child elements of 'p' include the paragraph attribute element 'pPr' and run 
element 'r'. The text in the paragraph forms multiple 'r' according to different styles. The child elements 
of 'r' contain the sentence attribute element 'rPr' and the text element 't'. The text in the sentence is 
recorded in the 't' element. Semantic metadata are mainly annotated at the 'r' or 't' level. 

RDFa attributes can be embedded into 't' or other elements as shown in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3: Example of RDFa annotations in OOXML. 

 
For the general situation that is described above, this way of extending OOXML based on RDFa is 

feasible. However, OOXML is different from HTML. OOXML is mainly used for editing office 
documents, and its document data and semantic information have a relatively complex relationship. 
This complexity leads to the following issues: 

1. The scope of semantic annotations in OOXML may be inconsistent with the scope of text 
elements in two cases: 

         At least 22 dead, more than 1,200 injured in Turkey earthquake  
By Isil Sariyuc, Hamdi Alkhshali and Amir Vera, CNN 
Updated: Sat, 25 Jan 2020 15:19:20 GMT 

Istanbul (CNN) At least 22 people died and hundreds injured in eastern Turkey after an 
earthquake rattled the region on Friday evening, according to authorities.The 6.7-magnitude 
quake struck near the town of Sivrice, in eastern Elazig province, collapsing at least 10 
buildings, Turkish Interior Minister Sulyman Soylu said. 

<div vocab="http://schema.org/"> 
<span typeof="Place" property="name">Elazig province</span>,collapsing at least 10 

buildings, Turkish Interior Minister 
<span typeof="Person" property="name">Sulyman Soylu</span> 

</div> 

<w:p vocab="http://schema.org/"> 
<w:r><w:t typeof="Place" property="name">Elazig province</w:t></w:r> 
<w:r><w:t>,collapsing at least 10 buildings, Turkish Interior Minister</w:t></w:r> 
<w:r><w:t typeof="Person" property="name"> Sulyman Soylu</w:t></w:r> 

</w:p> 
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a) A single text may correspond to multiple semantic annotations. In the above example, entities 
such as "Istanbul", "Turkey" appear under the same 't'. Since 't' is already the smallest unit of text, it is 
impossible to assign different RDFa properties to different entities. This is illustrated in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4: Text element contains OOXML source for multiple entities. 
 

b) The content to be annotated may be scattered among multiple run elements 'r' or text elements 
't'. In office software such as Microsoft Word, the texts of different formats are automatically divided 
into different run elements 'r'. It is difficult to obtain a complete annotation. "Isil Sariyuc" in the example 
illustrated in Figure 5 is placed in multiple run elements 'r' or text elements 't' 

 
Figure 5: OOXML source code for entities scattered into multiple run and text elements. 
 

2. HTML is used for viewing, there is no need for readers to support editing functions. In contrast, 
OOXML supports editing, so documents with embedded semantic metadata need to be able to be 
opened and edited by office software. In addition, the embedded semantic metadata need to be robust 
and withstand repeated editing. 

In summary, semantic annotation rules and office software that support semantic annotations for 
office documents are needed. 

4. Semantic Annotation Rules  

In order to ensure the consistency of semantic annotations in OOXML within the scope of text 
elements, this paper proposes a model for office document annotations. The annotation model is shown 
in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6: Annotation model. 

<w:p> 
<w:r><w:t>Istanbul (CNN) At least 22 people died and hundreds injured in eastern 

Turkey after an earthquake rattled the region on Friday evening, according to authorities. 
</w:t></w:r> 

</w:p> 

<w:p> 
<w:r><w:t xml:space="preserve">Isil </w:t></w:r> 
<w:r><w:t xml:space="preserve">Sariyuc</w:t></w:r> 

</w:p> 
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The annotation model is described by an XML schema. The root element is "metadata", which has 
three attributes: @ID, @Seq, and @Begin. Any RDFa property can also be used. 

For the case where a single text corresponds to multiple semantic annotation content, multiple 
content to be annotated in the text element 't' can be placed into multiple 'metadata' element nodes for 
description; the relevant text is set as 'metadata' in the content of the element. Taking "Istanbul", 
"Turkey", and "earthquake" in Figure 4 as examples, the results of their annotations are shown in Figure 
7. 

 
Figure 7: Annotation method in which a single text corresponds to multiple semantic annotation 
contents. 
 

In Figure 7, "Istanbul" and "Turkey" are place (rdfa:typeof="Place") names (rdfa:property="name");  
"earthquake" is the name (rdfa:property="name") of the event (rdfa:typeof="Event"). These annotations 
utilize the vocabulary "http://schema.org/". 

For the case in which the content to be annotated is scattered in multiple run elements 'r' or text 
elements 't', multiple semantic annotations can be combined in sequence by specifying the @ID and 
@Seq attributes in the 'metadata' element, where @ID is the number of the marked entity and @Seq is 
the sequence number of the annotation. @ID combined with @Seq can realize multi-segment 
annotations of the same entity. @Begin indicates the start or end of an annotation. 

 For example, "Isil Sariyuc" is the editor of this news. In some vocabularies, name is further refined 
into first and last names. Therefore, "Isil Sariyuc" is annotated as two entities, namely "Isil" and 
"Sariyuc". The annotation results are shown in Figure 8. 

 
Figure 8: An annotation method in which the content to be annotated is scattered among multiple 
run elements and texts. 

 
The two metadata element nodes described in lines 1-4 and 5-8 in Figure 8 have the same @ID to 

indicate that they collectively annotate one person entity. The annotations are delineated with 
@Begin="true" in the metadata element node of line 1 and @Begin="false" in the metadata element 
node of line 4. They have the same @Seq attribute (Seq="1") to indicate that they are for one person 
entity in the vocabulary "http://schema.org/" (rdfa:vocab="http://schema.org/" rdfa:typeof="Person" 
rdfa:property="name"). The first part of the annotation corresponds to the text "Is", "il" in the two 
sentence elements 'r'. Similarly, lines 5-8 indicate that the annotation content of the second part of the 
person entity corresponds to the text "Sari" and "yuc". 

<w:t vocab=" http://schema.org/"> 
<dsm:metadata rdfa:typeof="Place" rdfa:property="name">Istanbul</dsm:metadata> 

(CNN) At least 22 people died and hundreds injured in eastern  
<dsm:metadata rdfa:typeof="Place" rdfa:property="name">Turkey</dsm:metadata>  

after an  
<dsm:metadata rdfa:typeof="Event" rdfa:property="name">earthquake</dsm:metada-

ta> rattled the region on Friday evening, according to authorities. 
</w:t> 

1 
 
2 
3 
4 
5 
 
6 
7 
8 

<dsm:metadata ID="a0" Seq="1" Begin="true" rdfa:vocab="http://schema.org/" 
rdfa:typeof="Person" rdfa:property="name"/> 
<w:r><w:t xml:space="preserve">Is</w:t></w:r> 
<w:r><w:t xml:space="preserve">il </w:t></w:r> 
<dsm:metadata ID="a0" Seq="1" Begin="false"/> 
<dsm:metadata ID="a0" Seq="2" Begin="true" rdfa:vocab="http://schema.org/" 
rdfa:typeof="Person" rdfa:property="name"/> 
<w:r><w:t xml:space="preserve">Sari</w:t></w:r> 
<w:r><w:t xml:space="preserve">yuc</w:t></w:r> 
<dsm:metadata ID="a0" Seq="2" Begin="false"/> 
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5. Semantic Document Editing and Processing  

The OOXML document that is extended by adding RDFa attributes to the document in OOXML 
format is called a semantic document. However, this extension prevents word processing software from 
opening and editing semantic documents properly. This paper proposes a solution to achieve seamless 
switching between semantic documents and ordinary office documents through pre-processing and 
post-processing methods. 

5.1. Semantic Document Pre-processing and Conversion 

During pre-processing, the comment mechanism in the office document is used as the carrier for 
recording semantic metadata in the word processing software. The semantic metadata marked in the 
semantic document are stored in comments. Comments in office documents are annotation information 
attached to document content fragments. Comments are displayed independently and associated with 
the original text, pictures, and other content in office documents. The comments do not impact the 
typesetting style of the original document; they are convenient for people to observe and operate. At 
the same time, users can directly edit and modify comments when editing the original text of the 
document, which provides a robust editing environment. Therefore, using comments to store semantic 
metadata allows users to edit and modify semantic metadata in the editing process. It is also possible to 
keep the semantic metadata consistent during editing. 

In document.xml in the OOXML packaged file, comments are described by three elements: 
'commentRangeStart', 'commentRangeEnd', and 'commentReference'. Among them, 
'commentRangeStart' and 'commentRangeEnd' determine the starting position and ending position of 
the comment, indicating the range of the comment (comment.Range). The 'commentReference' element 
is associated with the content of the comment element in comment.xml; it is used to display the content 
of the comment in word processing software. In a comment, the above four elements have the same 
attribute @id. For example, after annotating "Istanbul" in Figure 1, document.xml appears as shown in 
Figure 9.  

 
Figure 9: Annotation reference in document.xml. 
 

The annotation is associated with the comment.xml file structure as shown in Figure 10. 

 
Figure 10: Annotation reference in comment.xml. 
 

To distinguish between general comments and comments containing semantic metadata, a special 
username "dsm" is used for semantic metadata comments. The assumption is that the special username 
is only associated with semantic comments. In the future, a special type for document comments can 

<w:commentRangeStart w:id="0"/> 
<w:r> 

<w:t>Istanbul</w:t> 
</w:r> 
<w:commentRangeEnd w:id="0"/> 
<w:r> 

<w:commentReference w:id="0"/> 
</w:r> 

<w:comment w:id="0"/> 
<w:p> 

<w:r><w:t>comment content</w:t></w:r> 
<w:p> 
</w:comment> 
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be investigated to record semantic metadata in office documents. However, this requires revising the 
relevant standards through standards development organizations.  

The core idea of the pre-processing algorithm is to identify the scope of each semantic annotation. 
That is, the scope of the semantic elements’ 'metadata' determines the scope of the office documents 
comment. According to the recorded semantic metadata, the content of the office documents comment 
is determined. 

When determining the scope of comments in an office document, two cases can occur: (1) There are 
multiple semantic annotation entities under a single text element 't'; (2) An annotation entity is described 
by multiple run elements 'r' or text elements 't'. For case 1, the document structure needs to be adjusted 
in order to comply with the standard format of OOXML. Specifically, it is necessary to copy multiple 
'r' and 't' element nodes and ensure that each 't' contains only one element 'metadata'. For case 2, the 
comment range can be determined directly according to the two element nodes’ 'metadata'. In this paper, 
the following algorithms are used to pre-process semantic documents. 

 
Algorithm1：CreateCommentNode 
Input：m as metadata, r as range, u as user 
Output：c as the comment node 
1  Function CreateCommentNode(m, r, u) 
2      Create a new comment node c; 
3      c.content ← n.metadata; // n is the semantic node in r 
4      c.range ← Range(t); // t is the text node in r; Range(t) means get range of 
t 
5      c.user ← "dsm"; // Set user of c as "dsm" 
6      Output c; 
7  End Function 

 
Algorithm2：ForwardTransform 
Input：D as the semantic document 
Output：D as the transformed document in the standard format 
1  Function ForwardTransform(D) 
2      Let c-list be the comment list to be added into D; 
3      c-list ← null; 
4      For each paragraph p in D 
5          For each run node r in p 
6              If r contains multiple semantic nodes Then 
7              Split r into multiple nodes r-list, each of which contains a single 
semantic node; 
8              End If 
9          End For 
10    End For 
11    For each semantic node n in D 
12        If n spans multiple text nodes Then 
13            Group the text nodes of same semantics into one segment; 
14            For each text segment s which n spans 
15                c ← CreateCommentNode(n.metadata, Range(s), "dsm"); 
16                Add c into c-list; 
17            End For 
18        Else // n spans single text node t 
19            c ← CreateCommentNode(n.metadata, Range(t), "dsm"); 
20            Add c into c-list; 
21        End If 
22    End for 
23    Add c-list into D; 
24    Output D; 
25End Function 
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Algorithm 1 is used to generate comments, including the range and content of comments. Algorithm 
2 is the flow of the pre-processing algorithm. In Algorithm 2, step 2-3 declares the set of comments to 
be added and assigns the value to be empty. Steps 4-22 are the process of generating semantic metadata 
comments. Among them, steps 4-10 are used to adjust the document structure, which corresponds to 
the first case of determining the range of comments described above. In steps 11-22, if the annotated 
entity is described by multiple run elements 'r' or text elements 't', thenperform steps 13-17. After 
determining the start and end positions of annotated entity, call algorithm 1 to generate semantic 
comment; otherwise, according to the document structure generated in steps 4-10, Algorithm 1 is 
directly invoked to generate semantic comment. Steps 23-25 output the converted office documents 
conforming to the OOXML standard. 

5.2. Semantic Document Post-processing and Conversion 

The purpose of post-processing is opposite to that of pre-processing. The core idea is to find each 
annotation with semantic metadata and its scope in office documents, so as to determine the content 
and scope of semantic annotations. There are also two cases: (1) the entity is described by a single text 
element 't'; (2) the entity is described by multiple run elements 'r' and text elements 't'. For case 1, the 
entity is placed into the 'metadata' element node for description, and the content of the annotation is 
placed into the 'metadata' attribute. For case 2, two 'metadata' element nodes need to be added. This is 
accomplished by setting the corresponding @Begin and inserting the nodes after the 
'commentRangeStart' and before the 'commentRangeEnd'. The content of the comment is placed in the 
'metadata' attribute whose @Begin value is true. In this paper, the following algorithm is used for post-
processing semantic documents. 

 
Algorithm3：BackwardTransform 
Input：D as the document in the standard format 
Output：D as the semantic document 
1  Function BackwardTransform(D) 
2      For each comment node c in D 
3          If c.user is "dsm" Then 
4             Let n be the semantic node; 
5             If c spans multiple text segment Then 
6                 n.id ← GenerateID(); // Generate ID 
7                 n.metadata ← c.content; 
8                 Insert n at the first text node; 
9                 Add end tag of n with n.id at the end of c.range; 
10           Else // c spans single text node t 
11               n.id ← GenerateID(); 
12               n.metadata ← c.content; 
13               Insert n at t; 
14           End If 
15           Remove c; 
16        End If 
17    End For 
18    Output D; 
19End Function 

 
In Algorithm 3, steps 2-17 are the process of adding the semantic element 'metadata'. In step 3, it is 

determined whether comments is a semantic metadata comments according to comments user name. If 
it is determined to be true, perform steps 4-15. Steps 5-14 are used to add the positions and content of 
semantic element 'metadata'. Among them, if the entity is described by multiple texts, perform steps 6-
9 to assign the comment content to the attribute of the semantic element 'metadata' whose @Begin value 
is "true"; otherwise, perform steps 11-13, assign the comment content to the attribute of semantic 
element metadata, and insert 'metadata' under the text element 't'. Steps 18-19 output the semantic 
document generated by conversion. 
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6. Experiment  

A semantic annotation tool is implemented for office documents based on C# and the winform 
designer. The tool has three functions: semantic annotation, pre-processing conversion, and post-
processing conversion.  

Taking the news in Figure 1 as an example, it is annotated according to the afore-mentioned semantic 
annotation rules for office documents. This example involves multiple entity objects, such as "Istanbul", 
"Elazig province", "earthquake", and so on. When applying the proposed method for entity annotation, 
it is necessary to select the appropriate type from the Schema.org vocabulary according to the nature of 
the object, and also select the appropriate attribute. Taking the first paragraph of the news example as 
an example, the annotation results are shown in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 11: Example of an extended OOXML document with semantic annotations. 
 
The above-mentioned extended OOXML document is pre-processed and converted into a standard 

OOXML document. Figure 12 shows the editing interface after the office software Microsoft Word 
opens the document. As can be seen in Figure 12, the seman-tic metadata in the semantic document are 
presented in the form of comments in the Word document. Users can readily view and edit these 
comments. The semantic user name is "dsm" and each semantic comment corresponds to a named entity. 

<w:p vocab="http://schema.org"> 
<dsm:metadata ID="a0" Seq="1" Begin="true" rdfa:typeof="Person" rdfa:property="na-

me"/> 
<w:r><w:t xml:space="preserve">Is</w:t></w:r> 
<w:r><w:t xml:space="preserve">il </w:t></w:r> 
<dsm:metadata ID="a0" Seq="1" Begin="false"/> 
<dsm:metadata ID="a0" Seq="2" Begin="true" rdfa:typeof="Person" rdfa:property="na-

me"/> 
<w:r><w:t xml:space="preserve">Sari</w:t></w:r> 
<w:r><w:t xml:space="preserve">yuc</w:t></w:r> 
<dsm:metadata ID="a0" Seq="2" Begin="false"/> 
<w:r> 

<w:t> 
<dsm:metadata rdfa:typeof="Place" rdfa:property="name"> Istanbul</dsm:met-

adata"> ( 
<dsm:metadata rdfa:typeof="Organization" rdfa:property="name">CNN</dsm:-

metadata">) At least 22 people died and hundreds injured in 
<dsm:metadata rdfa:typeof="Place" rdfa:property="name"> eastern Turkey</d-

sm:metadata> after an 
<dsm:metadata rdfa:typeof="Event" rdfa:property="name"> earthquake </ds-

m:metadata>rattled the region on  
<dsm:metadata rdfa:typeof="Event" rdfa:property="startTime">Friday evening-

</dsm:metadata>, according to authorities. 
</w:t> 

</w:r> 
</w:p> 
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Figure 12: Open preprocessed document in Microsoft Word. 

 
The semantic document structure obtained by the post-processing conversion of the office document 

shown in Fig 12 is consistent with that in Fig11. 
Semantic documents can be checked for RDFa syntax correctness using the Google Structured 

Testing Tool or the RDFa.info[27] validator. The semantic metadata of the RDF triple structure can 
also be extracted using GRDDL [28] or W3C's RDFa parser to generate Turtle, RDF/XML, or N-Triples 
files. The parsed structured data in Figure 13 shows that the semantic document can be verified by the 
RDFa.info testing tool. 

 
Figure 13: Document structured data. 

 
Based on RDF data, knowledge graphs can be further generated. Figure 14 is a knowledge graph 

corresponding to part of the semantic annotation content of Figure 11. 

@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> . 
@prefix schema: <http://schema.org/> . 
_:1  
   rdf:type schema:Person; 
   schema:name "Isil Sariyuce" . 
_:2  
   rdf:type schema:Place; 
   schema:name "Istanbul" . 
_:3  
   rdf:type schema:Organization; 
   schema:name "CNN" . 
_:4  
   rdf:type schema:Place; 
   schema:name " eastern Turkey " . 
<http://rdfa.info/play/item5> 
   rdf:type schema:Event; 
   schema:name " earthquake "; 
   schema:startDate "Friday evening". 
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Figure 14: Knowledge graph bsed on document semantic metadata. 

 
The above results indicate that the proposed method successfully realizes the semantic annotation 

of office documents, which supports the effective extraction of knowledge from documents. 

7. Conclusion  

This paper takes OOXML as the research object, and analyzes in detail the differences between the 
OOXML format and the HTML format for text descriptions. On this basis, a method for the semantic 
annotation of office documents is proposed. According to the format characteristics of office documents, 
specific semantic annotation rules are designed. At the same time, an approach to achieve seamless 
switching between semantic documents and office documents through pre-processing and post-
processing methods is proposed. This ensures the marked documents can be supported by word 
processing software after pre-processing. After post-processing, office documents with semantic 
annotations can be reformed into semantic documents. Experiments show that the use of the proposed 
annotation method can enhance the semantic representation ability of office documents; in turn, this 
can support the automated analysis of annotated documents. 

This paper mainly focuses on semantic annotation of office documents in OOXML format. The 
approach can be extended to ODF, UOF, and other formats in the future, which can broaden support 
for including semantic annotations in a wider variety  of office document formats. In addition, the 
annotation object in this paper is text; the semantic annotation of other objects such as images, tables, 
formulas, and so on has not been considered. As their structure is more complex, further research and 
improvement of the annotation method are needed. Natural language processing technology can also 
be considered in the future to realize automatic or interactive semantic annotation and improve the 
efficiency of annotation. 
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